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ABSTRACT Temporal networks are essential for modeling and understanding sys-9

tems whose behavior varies in time, from social interactions to biological systems.10

Often, however, real-world data are prohibitively expensive to collect or unshare-11

able due to privacy concerns. A promising solution is ‘surrogate networks’, synthetic12

graphs with the properties of real-world networks. Until now, the generation of re-13

alistic surrogate temporal networks has remained an open problem, due to the dif-14

ficulty of capturing both the temporal and topological properties of the input net-15

work, as well as their correlations, in a scalable model. Here, we propose a novel16

and simple method for generating surrogate temporal networks. By decomposing17

graphs into temporal neighborhoods surrounding each node, we can generate new18

networks using neighborhoods as building blocks. Our model vastly outperforms19

current methods across multiple examples of temporal networks in terms of both20

topological and dynamical similarity. We further show that beyond generating real-21

istic interaction patterns, our method is able to capture intrinsic temporal periodicity22

of temporal networks, all with an execution time lower than competing methods by23

multiple orders of magnitude.24

1 Introduction25

Across the past decade, temporal networks have driven breakthroughs in real world26

systems across biology, communications, social interactions, and mobility. The power27

of temporal networks resides in their ability to capture complex dynamics such as dif-28
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fusion and contagion.1–10 In order to model realistic dynamics, it is often necessary to29

employ large temporal networks, including a large number of nodes and many tem-30

poral layers.11–13 Many state-of-the-art temporal datasets, however, are limited both in31

the number of agents and in the number of temporal layers.6, 14–17 When the available32

data are insufficient – e.g. in long-term epidemiological simulations – datasets are ex-33

tended by simply repeating the same temporal sequence multiple times, a procedure34

which is known to result in biases.15 An appealing solution to the problem of insuffi-35

cient or privacy sensitive data is to use surrogate temporal networks.18 Surrogate temporal36

networks are synthetic datasets which mimic the real-world temporal patterns relevant37

for a desired use-case, where the actual dynamics are known through smaller studies or38

via available small datasets. In the case of sensible data, such as fine-grained records of39

social interactions,19 surrogate data can freely be shared. Knowledge of actual dynam-40

ics is often available because real temporal networks are known to be characterised by41

typical patterns of interactions, different in different domains (social, biological, infras-42

tructural, etc.), but that we can often recognize and delineate.20, 21 For these reasons, it43

is clear that surrogate temporal networks are highly desirable from the perspective of a44

number of applications. Over the past years, a large number of successful algorithms45

for static network generation have been proposed;22, 23 however, extending these mod-46

els to the dynamic regime has proven prohibitively difficult, due to greatly increased47

complexity introduced by the temporal dimension.48

Indeed, it has become clear that temporal networks are characterized by a highly non-49

trivial interplay between the network topology (adjacency, degree distribution, cluster-50

ing, etc.) at a given time and the temporal activation of nodes and links – how each51

connection changes over time (duration of interactions, patterns by which new links52

appear and old ones disappear, etc.). From the ‘egocentric’ perspective of an individual53

node, these two dimensions imply that models must take into account (i) the history54

of what has occurred in the preceding timesteps and (ii) the current activations of the55

neighboring nodes. Current network theory has not yet been able to fully understand56

and model the interplay between the two dimensions. So far, it is not even clear which57

statistics to measure.24 In fact, the scientific literature is full of studies focusing on the58

spatial dimension but unable to take into account possible temporal correlations,25–30 or59

– alternatively – work dedicated to model the behavior of individual nodes in time (for60
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example activity driven models7, 31) which does not reproduce realistic network topolo-61

gies.32 There exist models for link prediction that try to combine temporal and topolog-62

ical dimensions by using small local temporal patterns33 or building over a backbone63

of significant links.18 However, there is currently a dearth of models for generating64

surrogate networks from scratch that are able to take into account the two dimensions65

simultaneously. The few works, that do this, rely on temporal motifs, like Dymond34
66

and STM,35 or on deep learning like TagGen.36 These three models described in detail67

in Methods, represent the state-of-the-art. We show below, however, that all these tech-68

niques generate temporal networks with massive macroscopic differences compared69

with the original temporal network datasets, and that – in many cases – the output-70

networks do not reflect the dynamic behavior of the original network.71

In this work, we propose a method able to generate high temporal resolution surrogate72

networks that are able to match real-networks in terms of a wide range of topological73

and dynamic measures. Our generative algorithm is based on the idea of the egocentric74

temporal neighborhood37 E
{t−k,...,t}
n for node n at time t, including a small number k of prior75

time steps. Here we assume that the network is represented in discrete time with each76

time step corresponding to a static graph, also referred to as a ‘layer’ of the network.77

Crucially, E
{t−k,...,t}
n does not include interactions between the neighbors of n. To avoid78

excessive notation in the following, we simply use the term ‘neigborhood’ to describe79

the egocentric temporal neighborhood when there is no risk of confusion.80

Conceptually our algorithm does the following. We first characterize a given real-81

world network in terms of neighborhoods, and then use those neighborhoods as build-82

ing blocks for a new synthetic network. When we match up neighborhoods, conflicts83

among the egocentric perspectives of different nodes are globally solved by combining84

overlapping sub-networks so as to preserve as much as possible each node’s desired85

neighborhood. In order to extend the network into subsequent time steps, we build a86

local probabilistic model for suggesting new temporal interactions at time t + 1 for each87

node, given the behavior during {t − k, . . . , t}. We can further increase realism corre-88

sponding to activity modulation, such as day/night and week/weekend by building89

distinct probabilistic models for different times of the day or days of the week.90

A major advantage of the egocentric perspective (that ignores connections among neigh-91
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bors of an ego node) is that it allows us to linearize the concept of node neighborhood92

sidestepping the subgraph isomorphism problem,38 making the generation process fast93

and scalable both in terms of the number of nodes and the number of temporal snap-94

shots. Speed turns out to be a fundamental feature, because the other existing methods95

rely on algorithms of considerably higher complexity that prevent those methods from96

scaling to even moderately-sized networks.97

We test the method, named Egocentric Temporal Neighborhood Generator (ETN-gen), on a98

range of different temporal networks. In our testing, we mainly use social interactions99

datasets, because of richness and availability of these datasets, but the method is gen-100

eral and can be used to generate any kind of graph. The simplicity of our algorithm101

makes it easily interpretable, extendable and algorithmically scalable. As we show be-102

low, the surrogate networks that we generate match original networks with a high de-103

gree of accuracy, not just in terms of local features, as one might anticipate from the104

local generating mechanism, but with respect to global features, such as the number of105

interactions, the number of interacting individuals in time and density of their connec-106

tions. The ability to generate surrogate temporal graphs that reproduce real behaviors107

allows us to obtain large as desired data, without resolution limits, while mitigating key108

privacy issues.109

2 Results110

We first briefly sketch the temporal graph generation process. Then, we use our method111

to generate temporal graphs which reproduce the temporal interaction patterns of a di-112

verse set of face-to-face interaction networks, including a hospital,39 a workplace,40 and113

a high school.41 See Methods for details on the datasets. We evaluate the quality of the114

generated networks in terms of interaction statistics, considering both static and tem-115

poral network properties, highlighting the advantage of our proposed method relative116

to the state-of-the-art. Finally, we show how the approach can be used to expand exist-117

ing temporal networks, both in time and in number of nodes, something which is not118

possible using competing methods for temporal network generation.119
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2.1 The neighborhood generation process120

Figure 1: ETN-gen. Top panel shows how egocentric temporal neighbourhood signatures are

extracted and computed. Panel B shows how to build the probability distribution of neighbor-

hoods, necessary to generate a provisional layer. The panel C shows how to generate a provi-

sional layer, while panel D explains how to convert the provisional layer into a definitive one.

Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of the Egocentric Temporal Neighborhood121
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generation process for a small temporal network with three timesteps (see Methods for122

details). Panel A shows the egocentric temporal network37 E
{t−k,...,t}
n – or simply ‘neigh-123

borhood’ – of a node n. We extract this neighborhood for each node in a graph. Specif-124

ically, for a given time horizon k (k = 2 in the figure) and a given egocentric node n125

(n = E in the figure), E
{t−k,...,t}
n is defined as the network fragment which contains n and126

its neighbors at each of k + 1 consecutive timestamps, discarding connections between127

the neighbors of n, and adding (temporal) connections among instances of the same128

node at different timestamps. Having discarded links between neighbors, E
{t−k,...,t}
n can129

be encoded as a binary string, where for each neighbor node and timestamp 1 (resp. 0)130

indicates the presence (resp. absence) of a link connecting to the node at that timestamp.131

Such neighborhoods are extracted for all nodes and all timestamps by using a sliding132

window over time.133

Second (panel B), we build a local probability distribution designed to enable simula-134

tion of activity in future time steps. This distribution to extend the graph into future135

time steps is based on past neighborhood activity. Specifically the local distribution136

maps neighborhoods of length k − 1 (i.e. temporal neighborhoods involving k steps) to137

the set of all possible extensions into the future (i.e. neighborhoods of temporal depth k,138

involving k + 1 steps), with associated probabilities estimated by Maximum Likelihood139

over the original temporal network. Third (panel C), for each node in the network we140

generate a provisional temporal extension by sampling from the probability distribu-141

tion described above. We thus obtain a provisional temporal layer of the network. Last142

(panel D), this provisional layer is finalized by combining provisional temporal exten-143

sions of all nodes, resolving conflicts and dangling links. To connect neighborhoods, we144

consider a connection from node i to node j in the provisional layer a ‘request’ of i to be145

connected to j. If this request is reciprocal, the link is validated and added to the new146

temporal layer (see the second step in panel D). All remaining one-directional links are147

validated with probability α = 1/2 (third step), to preserve the overall number of con-148

nections (an i − j connection can be requested by i or by j). The procedure is repeated149

as many times as the desired length of the final temporal graph, always considering the150

last k timestamps as seeds and generating an additional one.151

Above, we have described the simplest possible strategy for extending a layer into the152

future, but note that all random choices in the link validation process could become153
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preferential choices in order to optimize a specific characteristic of the final network154

(see Section Topological similarity evaluation). Further – which we explore below – the155

temporal extension can include novel nodes that are not present in the current temporal156

neighborhood of the ego node, and thus their identity is not known (the question mark157

in panel C). These nodes are connected by a ‘stub’ rather than a real connection, repre-158

senting a link-to-be, and stubs are pairwise matched up at random (last step in panel159

D).160

With the basic mechanisms in place, we take a step back and explain how to initialize the161

process, i.e. how to obtain the first k layers of the graph. The graph at the first timestamp162

is generated using a configuration model42, 43 reproducing the degree distribution of the163

first layer of the original graph. The following layers up to k are generated by applying164

the procedure in Figure 1 to the first layer with k′ = 1, to the first two layers with k′ = 2165

and so on until k′ = k.166

Finally, temporal networks are often characterized by an intrinsic periodicity.1 In social167

interactions data for instance this can be due to the day-night cycle or to the differ-168

ence between week days and weekends, and the organization of our societies. This169

is accounted for in our generation procedure by using distinct local probability distri-170

butions to extend the graph during different days of the week or times of the day. In171

the experiments in this paper we use distinct week/weekends or daily local probability172

distributions, depending on the length and variability of the input network.173

2.2 Model evaluation174

We now evaluate the quality of the generated networks based on interaction statistics175

by comparing the networks to empirical data as well as networks generated by a suite176

of state-of-the-art temporal network generation methods described below. We evaluate177

performance in terms of individual layer topology as well as temporal behaviour. The178

key new feature of our network generation procedure is the ability to approximately re-179

produce the interaction statistics of real-world data, something the existing alternatives180

cannot do.181

The state-of-the-art methods we consider are: Dymond,34 a model which uses the dis-182
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tribution of 3-nodes structures in the original graph (triads with one, two or three con-183

nections) as building blocks to generate a new temporal network; STM,35 a generative184

model based on the distribution of small temporal motifs; and TagGen,36 based on deep185

learning, which uses a generative adversarial network to generate temporal walks that186

are then combined into a temporal graph. Dymond and STM only consider local infor-187

mation, while TagGen is more global.188

It is important to underscore that these network generation methods have not necessar-189

ily been developed with the aim of generating large temporal networks with low com-190

putational cost (see Section S2). This means that, for example, they require much more191

training data, need denser temporal snapshots, and therefore cannot generate high tem-192

poral resolution networks. In this regard ETN-gen, thanks to the linearization due to the193

egocentric perspective, is the first method that allows researchers to scale to arbitrarily194

sized temporal networks. In the rest of the paper, in order to evaluate our work relative195

to the other methods, we will report experiments only on the three smallest face-to-face196

interactions datasets, collected in the hospital,39 in the workplace,40 and in one of the197

high schools41 respectively. Results applying ETN-gen to larger datasets are reported in198

the Supplementary Information (SI).199

Figure 2 reports the total number of interactions for each temporal snapshot (left) and200

the average number of nodes (right) in the original network, ETN-gen and the three com-201

petitors. The first clear finding from this figure is that ETN-gen (orange curves) results in202

time-series that are remarkably similar to those appearing in the original datasets (black203

curves). This is true, not just in terms of generating a number of interactions which is of204

the same order of magnitude as the original data (notice that different datasets have dif-205

ferent scales on the y-axis), but also in terms of temporal patterns which are preserved206

with considerable accuracy, including daily and weekly periodicity.207

This result, even if outstanding relative to Dymond, STM, and TagGen should not come208

as a surprise, as it is a direct consequence of our network generation procedure. The209

local probabilistic models store the probability distributions of the neighborhoods ap-210

pearing in the original graph and this indirectly contains the key information about how211

nodes degree evolves in time. Further, our seed-network has the same degree distribu-212

tion as the original graph, which allows us to statistically preserve the overall average213
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number of interactions of the original graph. Further, we manually input periodicity214

via different local probabilistic models for different times and days of the week. We215

highlight, however, that while using only a single local probabilistic model would re-216

move our ability to model periodic changes in graph over time, we would still be able217

to model the average number of interactions, as these are automatically reproduced by218

the rest of the algorithm.219

In contrast to ETN-gen, the results that we obtain from the current methods are signifi-220

cantly different from the empirical ones. To start, the curves representing TagGen, only221

appear in the insets, which report the same data with different y-axes. The number of222

interactions generated by TagGen is orders of magnitude larger than that of the other223

methods and of the original network. TagGen, however, does manage to capture day-224

night periodicity, which is completely lost by Dymond and STM, both of which produce225

a number of interactions that is stable over time. Overall, ETN-gen is the only method226

capable of accurately reproducing both aggregated and temporal interaction statistics.227

The histograms on the right part of the figure show mean and standard deviation of228

the number of nodes in the networks generated by the different methods, with the hor-229

izontal dashed line representing the number of nodes in the original network. These230

histograms show another important result: only our method and TagGen always gen-231

erate networks with the same number of nodes of the input graph, with the difference232

that, as shown by the insets on the left, TagGen generates orders of magnitude more in-233

teractions. Dymond and STM, on the other hand, respectively under and over represent234

the number of nodes, so that only ETN-gen manages to reproduce both the number of235

nodes and the number of interactions in the original network. The curves for the origi-236

nal network and ETN-gen are also reported in Figure S1 for larger datasets to which the237

other methods cannot be applied due to computational constraints.238

2.3 Topological similarity evaluation239

Having studied the temporal development, we now turn to structural similarity be-240

tween the surrogate data and the original networks. We consider ten metrics for struc-241

tural similarity: number of interactions, density,34 interacting individuals,11 new con-242

versations,11 S-metric,44 duration of contacts,11 edge strength in the projected weighted243
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Figure 2: Number of interactions in the generated network vs. competitors. Number of in-

teractions at each timestamp, each color represents a different generation algorithm, while the

original graph is depicted in black. TagGen produces a number of interactions ten times the or-

der of the original network and it only appears in the insets for visibility.

network,11 global clustering coefficient,45, 46 assortativity,47 and average shortest path244

length1 (see SI for their definitions). In particular, duration of contacts and edge strength245

are measures that can be collected for each edge, so we obtain a distribution over all246

edges. All the other observables represent global characteristics of static networks, that247

can be measured on each singular temporal layer, such obtaining distributions over248

snapshots.249

To compare distributions, we rely, inspired by Zeno et al.,34 on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov250
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Figure 3: Topological similarity. Similarity of the original network with those generated by

ETN-gen, STM, TagGen and Dymond. Each bar reports the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance be-

tween the two distributions (original and generated) for a specific structural metric. The shorter

is a bar the more similar are the distributions. Standard deviations are obtained over 10 stochas-

tic realizations of each network. In the top inset we report the distributions of the number of

interactions in real and in one instance of generated networks for the Workplace dataset.
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distance48 to compare generated and original graphs. Distances between distributions251

are reported in Figure 3, where we compare graphs obtained with ETN-gen with those252

from the three alternative approaches.253

ETN-gen (orange bars) clearly generates surrogate networks that are closest to the em-254

pirical networks for almost all measures, regardless of the dataset considered. More-255

over, our method is substantially more stable than the competitors, as shown by the256

error bars which were obtained over 10 stochastic realizations of each network.257

The measures for which ETN-gen performes best are those that, together with the num-258

ber of interactions (see Figure 2), are preserved by construction: the density and the259

number of interacting individuals in time. Here, the similarity originates from the260

neighborhood probability distributions, which ensure that from a statistical viewpoint,261

the surrogate network has the same number of interactions and the same number of262

individuals involved in an interaction. The same holds for the number of times that a263

new link appears, as these statistics are also stored in the neighborhood probability dis-264

tributions. Another characteristic that is entirely captured by the egocentric temporal265

neighborhoods is the hub-like structure that we can find in each static layer, which is266

measured by the S-metric.44
267

Going beyond these ‘trivial’ consequenses of the mechanics of the generating mecha-268

nisms, the method does well at preserving interaction durations. The k-steps memory269

makes various duration possible, even long durations (because of the sliding window)270

unlike the case of independent layers. Moreover, the ETN distributions also encode the271

number of times that an interaction ends, so interactions tend not to be extremely long.272

Another interesting property is the distribution of edge strengths in the projected graph.273

Edge strength is simply the number of times that each edge has appeared over the du-274

ration of the graph. Here, we would not necessarily expect ETN-gen to do well as the275

method will tend to create networks with quite homogeneous distributions of strength.276

This is because it can only rely on a memory of order k for edge repetitions, and does not277

have a long-term memory. Hence all the heterogeneous behaviors that we can find for278

instance in social datasets, where individuals tend to establish relationships with spe-279

cific nodes and have repeated (but not necessarily consecutive) interactions with them,280

are not preserved by ETN-gen. Nevertheless, we find that for the considered datasets281
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ETN-gen remains competitive with the other methods.282

If edge strength is partially affected by the absence of long memory, the most important283

limitations of the egocentric perspective are highlighted by clustering, degree assorta-284

tivity and average shortest path length, which are related to second-order interactions.285

This is the cost we pay for having a computationally efficient model applicable to arbi-286

trary networks. Notice that while this is a problem in theory, it seems not to affect the287

workplace dataset, at least for clustering coefficient and average shortest path length.288

This is explained by the fact that the dataset is substantially sparser (see Figure S1),289

hence characterized by low clustering and short paths. More importantly, it must be290

stressed that the other approaches also are not able to reproduce these metrics, thus our291

method is still the most competitive on average.292

At this point we note that the limitations with respect to second-order measures could293

be mitigated during the last step of our new temporal layer generation. In the current294

version we go from a prospective layer to the actual new layer by matching up nodes295

with a one-way suggested connection at random. At this step, we could however apply296

a preferential attachment devoted to maximize or minimize a specific variable. For297

instance, to maximize clustering we could prefer to keep edges whose nodes have one298

or more common neighbors, to maximize (minimize) assortativity we could connect299

stubs with similar (dissimilar) degree.300

2.4 Dynamical similarity evaluation301

Having tested our method from the structural point of view, we now test the usefulness302

of the surrogate networks in terms of dynamical processes unfolding upon them. We303

study two dynamical models: random walk and a spreading model.304

2.4.1 Random walk305

We simulate a temporal random walk11, 24 on the original and generated networks. We306

compute two metrics: coverage and mean first passage time (MFPT), and compare dis-307

tributions over different realizations between the input and the generated temporal net-308
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work using again the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance (see SI for the definition of the309

metrics).310
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Figure 4: Dynamic similarity. The figure shows the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance for coverage

and mean first passage time in the random walk model (left panel) and the distance for distri-

bution of R0 values on a SIR model simulation (right panel) in each generated network. Our

method is represented in orange, while the solid black line shows the stability (i.e., the same

simulation on the original network).

In Figure 4 (left) we report the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance for coverage and MFPT311

with our method and the competitors with respect to the original network. The horizon-312

tal dashed line shows the stability of each measure on the original network. The black313

line is obtained comparing different performances (average over 1000 simulations of314

random walk for coverage, and 5 times each couple of nodes for mean first passage315

time) by means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance. We observe that in terms of the316

mean first passage time ETN-gen performs better than the competitors, while in terms of317

coverage performance depends on the datasets: for the most dense networks (hospital318

and high school) the highest similarity with the original network is achieved by Dymond319

(but ETN-gen is ranked second), while for the workplace ETN-gen again largely outper-320

forms all the competitors, that produce very different distributions from the original321

one. In general we can say that the random walk process on the ETN-gen’s surrogate322

networks is quite similar to the random walk on the original graph, especially if com-323

pared with surrogate data from the other methods.324
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2.4.2 Spreading model325

We simulate a Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered (SIR) model,49 with three possible val-326

ues for the probability of disease transmission (λ ∈ {0.25, 0.13, 0.01}), and the recovery327

probability fixed at µ = 0.055. We compute the reproduction value R0 (see SI for the def-328

inition). Each experiment was repeated 100 times and the distribution of R0 obtained329

on the original network is, again, compared with those obtained on synthetic networks330

by means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance. Results are shown in Figure 4 (right),331

where again a horizontal black line shows the stability of each measure on the original332

network (computed averaging over 100 simulations). We observe that the results ob-333

tained with ETN-gen are highly similar to those of the original graph and show a large334

degree of stability with respect to this similarity. The other methods produce networks335

where the dynamical behavior similarity is sometimes high and sometimes severely336

low, being quite sensitive to parameters and datasets. In conclusion, the method that337

we propose almost always produces the most similar networks to the original ones, and338

certainly the most stable results across datasets, across dynamical systems and across339

parameters.340

2.5 Dataset expansion and extension341

In the previous sections we have argued that ETN-gen creates realistic surrogate tempo-342

ral networks that mimic real social dynamics (both in terms of structure and in repro-343

ducing dynamical systems) – and that our method outperforms alternative solutions.344

Now we ask the question: How can this tool be useful in practice? A relevant appli-345

cation is represented by the possibility of enlarging a given temporal dataset, both in346

time and in size. It is indeed common that a specific analysis, in order to yield reliable347

results, requires a larger population or a longer time than those characterizing collected348

real data. In those cases we deal with the long-standing problem of data augmentation,349

for which we now argue that ETN-gen represents a promising solution. In the following350

we show how our method can be used for augmenting a temporal dataset, by adding351

temporal layers (temporal extension), but also by increasing the size of the network in352

terms of number of nodes (size expansion).353
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2.5.1 Temporal extension354

The temporal extension of a dataset is straight forward: once we have calculated the355

neighborhood probability distributions summarizing the original graph, we can repeat356

the process of temporal layer addition as long as needed. At the top of Figure 5 we357

show an example of temporal extension of the workplace network. We have selected358

this dataset to show that ETN-gen is capable of capturing weekends (with no interac-359

tions) as well. To evaluate the quality of the extension, we use only the the first week360

of the original two-week dataset (from the beginning to the vertical line) to estimate the361

neighborhood probability distributions. We now generate an ensemble of 10 two week362

networks based on that first week. The mean and standard deviation of the number of363

interactions in the generated graph are reported in orange. The number of interactions364

of the original graph are reported in black dashed curves for the first week (the “train”365

dataset), and in black solid curves for the following week (the “original” dataset). Re-366

sults show how the generated networks accurately recreate the original behavior be-367

yond the timespan that was used to estimate the local probability distributions.368

2.5.2 Size expansion369

Here we explore the fidelity of surrogate networks with an increased number of nodes.370

As discussed above, it is possible to increase the size beyond that of the original network371

within the ETN-gen framework because the number of nodes is simply a parameter to372

set for the method. That said, however, the concept of size expansion requires more373

attention than time extension. Because, as we change the number of nodes in a network374

we should also consider how the density of the graph and the mean degree should375

change accordingly.376

In the following we describe an experiment of data augmentation, assuming that we377

only have access to incomplete data. Incomplete data are obtained by randomly remov-378

ing part of the nodes from the original network. We use the high school dataset which,379

with its 126 nodes, is the largest among our datasets, and we consider two reduced ver-380

sions, with 30% and 70% of the nodes respectively. When removing part of the nodes381

from a network, we naturally remove also part of the links (all those which were be-382
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Figure 5: Temporal extension and node expansion. The mean and standard deviation of our

method are shown in orange (and brown). Black dashed (and dotted) lines show the original

data used to train our model, while black solid lines show the original data used to evaluate

the quality of the generated network. In experiments involving temporal expansion, a vertical

bar separates the temporal range used to collect training data from the one where expansion is

performed. See the main text for the details.

fore connecting the eliminated nodes to the remaining ones), we hence reduce the mean383

degree. We should consider that an incomplete dataset has in general a reduced mean384

degree with respect to the real-world network, and that when we try to reconstruct the385

original network via data augmentation we should increase the mean degree too. See386

Methods for a quantification of the needed increase.387

Anyway, once the desired connectivity has been chosen, ETN-gen allows us to generate388

a surrogate network with the desired number of nodes and the desired degree, while389

maintaining the pattern of egocentric interactions of the original dataset.390
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The results of the experiment on the high school dataset are shown in the middle panel391

of Figure 5. For each of the two reduced temporal networks we generate a temporal392

network with 126 nodes to try to reconstruct the original graph. We generate the ini-393

tial snapshot using the configuration model based on the degree distribution of the first394

snapshot of the original (not reduced) graph. Then we build local probability distribu-395

tions only using information from the reduced networks and use these local probability396

distributions to generate surrogate expanded networks from them. The expanded net-397

works have the same number of nodes of the original one (126), enabling direct com-398

parison. The expedient that we use to augment the mean degree from the reduced seed399

graph is to increase the parameter α of the generation process, which is the probability400

to confirm the uni-directional directed links in each provisional layer (set to 1/2 by de-401

fault). See Methods for the details on how to compute the correct value of α given the402

original number of links and the desired density of the generated graph.403

In the middle panel of Figure 5 the black solid curve represents the number of interac-404

tions in the original network, the black dashed curve those in the “train” network with405

30% of the nodes and the black dotted curve those in the one with 70% of the nodes. The406

corresponding values for the generated networks with their standard deviations are re-407

ported in orange and brown respectively. Again, we observe the ability of our method408

to correctly replicate the pattern of interaction in the original network, even if fed with409

a small percentage of nodes from the original graph as seed.410

2.5.3 Temporal extension and size expansion411

We can also combine the two techniques above to simultaneously increase the number412

of nodes and the temporal snapshots. The results are shown in bottom panel of Figure 5413

for the high school network, where the synthetic graph has been obtained by only using414

50% of the nodes and the first two days of the original dataset (from the beginning to the415

vertical line), see the black dashed curve. Also in this case, our method is able to extend416

an input graph in both the temporal and the node size dimensions with remarkable417

accuracy.418
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3 Discussion419

In this manuscript, we have proposed a model to generate surrogate temporal net-420

works, i.e. synthetic networks that realistically capture the properties of real-world421

datasets, only making use of the information contained in egocentric temporal neigh-422

borhoods. Specifically, we generate temporal networks which accurately reproduce423

structural characteristics like density, number of interacting individuals, number of in-424

teractions in time, number of new conversations, and the possible presence of hubs.425

The fidelity of our surrogate networks suggest that the egocentric temporal neighbor-426

hoods are fundamental building blocks; building blocks which are sufficient in terms427

of reconstructing temporal networks, which preserve the essential characteristics of the428

original graph. In this sense our work illustrates the importance of the egocentric per-429

spective in temporal networks50, 51 opening a new direction in generating these net-430

works.431

The usefulness of surrogate networks can be evaluated by simulating dynamical sys-432

tems on them, such as random walks and a SIR model. We observe that in both topo-433

logical and dynamical tests, the networks generated by our model are generally closer to434

the original graph than those generated by different literature models. The comparison435

with competitors mostly highlights the fact that those models tend to neglect fundamen-436

tal features that our approach is able to preserve. Indeed, even in the few cases where437

competing methods reproduce a single measure with slightly higher accuracy, they all438

have at least one measure exhibiting an extreme difference with the original graph (also439

including basic features like, e.g. the number of nodes).440

Moreover, our approach is able to generate temporal network that have different sizes441

than the original one. This property can be used to increase the number of nodes and442

extend the network in time, providing a powerful tool for data augmentation.443

The real strength of the method, however, is its simplicity. As noted above, this sim-444

plicity reveals something about the minimal fundamental building blocks of a temporal445

network. The same simplicity, moreover, has allowed us to formulate a fast and scal-446

able algorithm, able to first process and then generate very large networks, with high447

temporal resolution, something which the existing alternatives cannot do.448
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The other side of the coin is that this simplicity does not capture certain topological fea-449

tures. This is the main limitation of the model. For instance, disregarding second-order450

interactions translates to a reduced ability to preserving clustering, degree correlations451

and average shortest path length. Similarly, the absence of long-term memory means452

that the model currently does not capture recurrent interactions between pairs of nodes.453

These features are instead well captured by more theoretical models of network gener-454

ation that include aging,52, 53 edge reinforcement,54, 55 or in general some mechanism455

for memory such that contact durations and inter-event times are heterogeneous and456

depend on the past interactions.56, 57 Memory can also be used to generate a synthetic457

temporal network that is organized in groups, i.e. subsets of nodes highly connected458

among them and less connected with the other ones.58, 59 This is a characteristic often459

occurring in real networks, especially social networks, and it cannot be captured by460

small local subnetworks like egocentric temporal neighborhoods. However, long-term461

memory appears in literature only in theoretical models for temporal network gener-462

ation, for which the goal is to obtain realistic networks by recovering some particular463

characteristics of the observed dynamics in real networks, but usually do not aim at re-464

constructing specific real networks or environments. A model which instead is built to465

obtain surrogate networks with an alternative approach is the one proposed by Presigny466

et al.18 This model does not generate a new network from scratch, it instead individu-467

ates a backbone of a real temporal network, defined as the global subnetwork composed468

of the most significant edges, and then reconstructs the missing links. This is based on469

a conceptually different idea, assuming that the important information concerns the470

global structure of the network, while the method that we are proposing focuses on471

how nodes behave given their interactions in last time steps. By recalling two differ-472

ent long-standing traditions in network science, a socio-centric versus an ego-centric473

perspective,46 we can assert that if the first one is covered, for what concerns surro-474

gate temporal networks, by the model of Presigny et al., our model places itself in the475

remaining gap, filling the unexplored case of the ego-centric perspective.476

Finally, the sequential nature of the method that we are proposing allows us to easily477

extend it in many directions. For instance using a preferential attachment in the edge478

validation step of the procedure. Hence many additional features could be included in479

future developments of the model. Possible future applications may also include the480
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possibility to share sensitive data while preserving privacy and also the possibility of481

merging data from different environments, simply building multiple local probability482

distributions.483

4 Methods484

Data description and processing. The three temporal networks studied in the main485

body of this work represent face-to-face human interactions collected by the SocioPat-486

terns project1:487

• Hospital.39 The dataset has been collected in the geriatric ward of a university488

hospital60 in Lyon, France, over four days in December 2010. It contains interac-489

tions among medical doctors, paramedical staff, administrative staff and patients.490

Number of edges: 1139, number of nodes: 75.491

• Workplace.40 The dataset has been collected in 2013 at the Institut National de492

Veille Sanitaire, a health research institute near Paris, over two weeks. It contains493

interactions among individuals from five departments. Number of edges: 755,494

number of nodes: 92.495

• High school.41 The dataset has been collected in 2011 in Lycée Thiers, Marseilles,496

France, over four days (Tuesday to Friday). It contains interactions among 118497

students and 8 teachers in three different high school classes. Number of edges:498

1709, number of nodes: 126.499

The Supplementary Information (Section S3) contains scalability experiments on seven500

more temporal networks (four face-to-face human interactions, two SMS networks and501

two phone call networks), which were out of reach for (most of) the competitors.502

Neighbourhood generation process: parameters. The gap between two consecutive503

temporal snapshots has been set to 5 minutes for face-to-face interaction networks and504

10 minutes for SMS and phone call networks (see Supplementary Information). The505

1http://www.sociopatterns.org/
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time horizon k defining the egocentric temporal neighbourhood has been set to k = 2 in506

all experiments, which is the minimal horizon that preserves some temporal correlation.507

Local probability models have a granularity of 1 hour and a periodicity of 1 day (i.e.,508

between 8 and 9 am in each day we use the same probability model, and the same holds509

for all 1 hour slots in the day), for all networks but the ones including weekends, namely510

Workplace and High school 2, for which the periodicity is set to 1 week.511

Size expansion: preserving interaction density. The seed graphs for the size expansion512

experiment are generated by artificially reducing the original dataset (so that the origi-513

nal graph can be used as ground-truth). In this reduction process, whenever a node is514

dropped all its connections are dropped too. As a consequence, the resulting seed graph515

has a reduced mean degree with respect to the original one, and the expanded graph516

generated from it would inherit this reduced mean degree. This problem can be avoided517

by adjusting the α parameter of the generation process (the probability to confirm the518

unidirectional links in each provisional layer, set to 1/2 by default). In particular, we519

would need to set α = 1 − 1
2

L̂
L , where L̂ is the average number of links in the seed graph520

and L the desired number of links in the generated graph. However, L is unknown521

and needs to be estimated. Something that we know, and that we want in this case to522

preserve, is the density, defined as d = L̂
N̂·(N̂−1)/2

i.e. the fraction between the number523

of links in the seed graph and all possible links (N̂ is the number of nodes in the seed524

graph). If we assume a linear growth with respect to the number of all possible edges in525

the network, we also have: d = L
N·(N−1)/2

, with N as the number of nodes of the gener-526

ated graph (that we can choose). Combining these two equations we obtain an estimate527

for L, from which we obtain: α = 1 −
N̂ · (N̂ − 1)

N · (N − 1)
· 1

2 . Hence, when we consider a seed528

with only 30% of the nodes of the high school dataset (so N = 126 and N̂ = 38) we529

should use α = 0.96 to reproduce the same density. While if we start with 50% and 70%530

of the nodes (i.e. N̂ = 63 and N̂ = 88) in the seed we should use respectively α = 0.88531

and 0.76.532

Alternatives approaches for generating networks. Dymond34 builds a temporal net-533

work considering (i) the dynamics of temporal motifs in the graph and (ii) the roles534

nodes play in motifs (e.g., in a wedge – two links connecting three nodes – one node535

plays the hub, while the remaining two act as spokes). The method has no parameters536
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to be set. Structural Temporal Modeling (STM)35 extracts counts for a predefined library of537

(non-egocentric) temporal motifs from the original network, and turns them into gen-538

eration probabilities from which to create the temporal network. This methods has no539

tunable parameters. TagGen36 is a neural-network based approach that extracts tempo-540

ral random walks from the original graph and feeds them to an assembling module for541

generating temporal networks. TagGen has been trained with the parameters used in the542

original paper, namely 30 epochs with a batch size of 64 and stochastic gradient descent543

with a learning rate of 0.001.544

5 Code and data availability545

The data used to support this study are publicly available.546

• The SocioPatterns data at http://www.sociopatterns.org547

• The CNS data at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7267433548

• The Friends and Family data at http://realitycommons.media.mit.edu/friendsdataset.html549

The code used for the generation of temporal netowork is publicly available at550

• https://github.com/AntonioLonga/ETNgen551
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S1 Metrics details735

In the main text we use ten different topological metrics and three dynamical metrics736

to compare the original graphs with the synthetic ones obtained from them. The topo-737

logical metrics can be divided into eight global metrics, which are computed for each738

temporal layer as it was a static network, and for which we report distributions over739

temporal layers:740

• Number of interactions. The number of edges.741

• Density. The ratio of edges in the graph versus the number of edges if it was a742

complete graph.34
743

• Interacting individuals. The number of individuals that are interacting .11
744

• New conversations. The number of conversations starting at this specific times-745

tamp.11
746

• S-metric. A measure of the extent to which a graph has a hub-like core, maximized747

when high-degree nodes are connected to other high-degree nodes.44
748

• Global clustering coefficient. The ratio of the number of closed triplets to the749

total number of open and closed triplets.45, 46
750

• Assortativity. The degree-degree correlation of nodes that are connected.47
751
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• Average shortest path length. The average shortest path length for all possible752

pairs of nodes of the largest connected component for each temporal layer.1753

And two local metrics (distributions over edges):754

• Duration of contacts. The mean duration (in timestamps) of interactions between755

each couple of nodes.11
756

• Edge strength in the projected weighted network. The total number of interac-757

tions in time between each couple of nodes.11
758

The dynamical metrics are obtained starting from two dynamical processes, a random759

walk and a spreading process. For random walk we use:760

• Coverage. The number of (distinct) visited nodes starting from a random node761

at an initial timestamp.11 The simulation is repeated 1000 times using a random762

initial node and the initial time is set equal to the first timestamp.763

• Mean First Passage Time (MFPT). The average time taken by the random walker764

to arrive for the first time at a specific node i, starting from a random initial posi-765

tion j in the network.11 We consider each couple of nodes (i, j) in the network and766

repeat the simulation five times for each of them.767

The spreading process is a SIR model and we compute the following metric:768

• Reproduction value R0. The average number of individuals infected by the first769

one, with a single random node infected as seed.770

S2 Execution time comparison771

The egocentric perspective, that ignores interactions among neighbors of each ego node,772

implies a huge simplification with respect to mining standard motifs. Traditional tech-773

niques for motifs mining indeed rely on an isomorphism test for assessing sub-network774
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equivalence, which is a major bottleneck for the entire procedure. For this reason, stan-775

dard motifs mining techniques usually limit the search to small motifs containing a776

handful of nodes. The strength of ETN-gen lies in the possibility of encoding neigh-777

borhoods into a unique bit vector, boiling down sub-network equivalence to bit vector778

matching. This hence results in a very computationally efficient model, and the time779

required for network generation is drastically lower than that of the competitors. This780

is evident from table S1, where we report the time (in seconds) required to generate781

networks for the three face-to-face datasets with our algorithm and the competitors.782

ETN-gen is more than 15 times faster than the fastest competitor on each network, and783

there is a difference in time of three orders of magnitude with the slowest one.784

Hospital Workplace High School

ETN-gen 17s 52s 22s

Dymond 3.6 × 104s 1.4 × 103s 3.2 × 105s

STM 1.4 × 103s 9.6 × 102s 1.6 × 103s

TagGen 2.7 × 104s 8.7 × 103s 2.4 × 104s

Table S1: Execution time. Time in seconds required to train and generate networks with

each method on three different networks.

S3 Scalability785

To show the scalability of our approach we extend the analysis to other seven networks,786

briefly described bellow.787

• High school 2.41 The dataset has been collected in 2012 in Lycée Thiers, Mar-788

seilles, France, over seven days (Monday to Tuesday of the following week). It789

contains interactions among students in five different high school classes. Num-790

ber of edges: 2220, number of nodes: 180.791

• High school 3.61 The dataset has been collected in 2013 in Lycée Thiers, Marseilles,792

France, over five days in December. It contains interactions among students in793

nine different high school classes. Number of edges: 5818, number of nodes: 327.794
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• Primary school.62 The dataset has been collected in a primary school in France,795

over two days in October 2009. It contains interactions among 232 children and 10796

teachers. Number of edges: 8317, number of nodes: 242.797

• SMS 1.17 The dataset represents SMSs among university freshmen students in the798

Copenhagen University. Number of edges: 697, number of nodes: 568.799

• SMS 2.16 The dataset represents SMSs among members of a young-family residen-800

tial living community adjacent to a major research university in North America.801

Number of edges: 153, number of nodes: 85.802

• Calls 1.17 The dataset represents phone calls among university freshmen students803

in the Copenhagen University. Number of edges: 605, number of nodes: 525.804

• Calls 2.16 The dataset represents phone calls among members of a young-family805

residential living community adjacent to a major research university in North806

America. Number of edges: 432, number of nodes: 129.807

Each face-to-face interaction network has been aggregated with a temporal resolution808

of five minutes, while SMS and phone calls networks have been aggregated within ten809

minutes. We opt for this different aggregations due to the natural sparsity of SMS and810

phone calls networks.811

In Figure S1 we show the original number of interactions (in black) and those generated812

by our method (in orange) for each network. The figure clearly shows the ability of our813

method in mimicking day/night and week/weekend periodicity. Moreover, our algo-814

rithm perfectly operates with different network sizes in both number of individuals and815

temporal length. Finally, our method is able to capture multiple picks within the same816

day, that could be associated to the period before and after lunch (i.e. high schools).817

S3.1 Topological similarity on additional datasets818

In this section we show the effectiveness of ETN-gen when using alternative temporal819

networks as original graphs. We test some additional face-to-face interactions networks,820

then we consider remote communication interactions like SMS and calls networks, for821
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Figure S1: Number of interactions in the generated network for different datasets. Each panel

shows the number of interactions of the original (black curve) and ETN-gen (orange curve)

graphs. We use a temporal gap of 5 minutes for face-to-face interactions and 10 minutes for

calls and SMS (intrinsically sparser networks).

a total of 10 different temporal datasets. We compare ETN-gen results with TagGen as822

a sole competitor. This choice is mainly due to time constraints: the other competitors823

would require a too long time to complete the generation process when dealing with824

larger datasets (see Section S2). Moreover, TagGen is the only algorithm able to always825

reproduce the same exact number of nodes of the input network, and the only competi-826

tor able to capture intrinsic periodicity of the network.827
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S3.1.1 Face-to-face interactions networks828

In the main text we show how to generate surrogate networks that mimic three face-to-829

face interaction datasets, by making use of ETN-gen and three other alternative methods.830

Here, we focus on three additional face-to-face interaction datasets, namely High school831

2, High school 3 and Primary school. Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances of the metrics832

described in the main text (see Methods are shown in Figure S2.833

Figure S2: Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances applied to 10 different topological metric distribu-

tions of face to face interaction networks.
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S3.1.2 SMS and phone calls networks834

Figure S3 shows the distances among original and generated distributions of the chosen835

topological metrics. Again, our method performs generally better than the competitor.836

As expected, the methodology we propose is not able to capture metrics correlated to837

long-term memory.838

Figure S3: Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances applied to 10 different topological metric distribu-

tions of SMS and phone calls networks.
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S3.2 Dynamical similarity on additional datasets839

Here we report Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances between original and generated net-840

works in terms of random walks (Coverage and Mean First Passage Time) and the R0841

over a SIR model.842

S3.2.1 Face-to-face interaction networks843

Figure S4 shows Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances between dynamic distributions of orig-844

inal and generated networks. Our neighbourhood approach is able to capture the cover-845

age of random walks better than TagGen, while TagGen networks appear more similar846

to the original ones for what concerns the mean first passage time. The similarity of the847

spreading model, here represented by R0, is slightly better captured by our method.848
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Figure S4: Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances applied to 10 different dynamic metric distributions

of face-to-face interaction networks.

S3.2.2 SMS and phone calls networks849

Figure S5 shows the ability of our model to capture the similarity of R0s distributions850

in all networks. In terms of random walk, our neighbourhood approach again shows a851

greater similarity for coverage and a lower similarity for mean first passage time. This852

phenomenon is due to the huge sparsity of phone calls and SMS networks.853
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Figure S5: Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances applied to 10 different dynamic metric distributions

of SMS and phone calls networks.
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